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"A whole year of curriculum-based exercises and activities in one fun book!"--Cover.
6th graders can reinforce what they learn in school with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed
with curriculum-based activities and exercises in every subject, with a focus on math and language arts. Original full-color
illustrations throughout give the book a bright, lively style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and written to
make schoolwork fun. Sixth graders will delve into research and analysis, metaphor and meaning, ratios and proportions,
expressions and equations, and geometry. The workbook covers spelling and vocabulary, writing, social studies, science, and
more. Written in consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to each grade level, and with
all content aligned with Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain
Quest questions and answers.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 3 Workbook
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun,
interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes spelling and vocabulary, parts
of speech, reading comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares, multiplication tables, Brain Boxes, and much more.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 4 Workbook
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun,
interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes language arts, word searches
and crosswords, idea clusters, multiplication and division, story problems, geometry, graphs, time lines, Brain Boxes, and much
more.
Workbook is "jam-packed with activities based on reading comprehension, writing opinions, ancient history, fractions, exponents,
climate, and more."--Back cover.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 2 Workbook
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun,
interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes phonics, how to build a
sentence, story starters, addition and subtraction, first fractions, tic tac total, time, geography, science, Brain Boxes, and much,
much more.
Tracing is an important step toward handwriting readiness, and Highlights infuses Fun with a Purpose™ into this activity. With
vibrant art and fun prompts, Write-On Wipe-Off Let’s Trace progresses from simple and short lines to more complex, ageappropriate mazes and other puzzles. A variety of activities, including dot-to-dots and finish-the-drawing features, will engage and
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entertain kids and build their confidence as they practice skills essential to getting ready to write. Kids love that they can draw all
over these books, and parents love that the write-on wipe-off format lets kids trace over and over again and again. Winner,
National Parenting Product Award (NAPPA) Winner, Family Choice Award
From one of the world's leading neuroscientists: a succinct, illuminating, wholly engaging investigation of how biology,
neuroscience, psychology, and artificial intelligence have given us the tools to unlock the mysteries of human consciousness In
recent decades, many philosophers and cognitive scientists have declared the problem of consciousness unsolvable, but Antonio
Damasio is convinced that recent findings across multiple scientific disciplines have given us a way to understand consciousness
and its significance for human life. In the forty-eight brief chapters of Feeling & Knowing, and in writing that remains faithful to our
intuitive sense of what feeling and experiencing are about, Damasio helps us understand why being conscious is not the same as
sensing, why nervous systems are essential for the development of feelings, and why feeling opens the way to consciousness writ
large. He combines the latest discoveries in various sciences with philosophy and discusses his original research, which has
transformed our understanding of the brain and human behavior. Here is an indispensable guide to understanding how we
experience the world within and around us and find our place in the universe.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It's the curriculum-based, fast-paced,
question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It's the brand that says
ÒIt's fun to be smart!Ó And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new
material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of
award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator
Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer
Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to
keep kids excited about learning all summer long between 2nd and 3rd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3
begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on adjectives versus adverbs, reading
comprehension, writing opinions, word problems, place value, measurement, map skills, and more! As you complete activities, you
earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside
activities, over 150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3
covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all
summer.
Introducing an essential addition to the 5-million-copy bestselling Brain Quest Workbook series! 5th graders can reinforce what
they learn in school with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed with curriculum-based activities
and exercises in every subject, with a focus on math and language arts. Original full-color illustrations throughout give the book a
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bright, lively style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and written to make schoolwork fun. Fifth graders will
enhance their skills in reading comprehension, multiplication and division, fractions and decimals, algebraic thinking, and
probability and data. The workbook covers spelling and vocabulary, writing, social studies, science, and more. Written in
consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to each grade level, and with all content
aligned with Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest
questions and answers.
Now it’s baby’s turn! Announcing a brand-new Brain Quest® program for the very youngest learners. Imbued with the “It’s Fun
to Be Smart!®” core value that’s made Brain Quest America’s beloved #1 educational brand with more than TK million copies in
print, My First Brain Quest board books introduce babies and toddlers to early learning concepts the Brain Quest way. Launching
the series are five titles, each designed to build early learning skills like pre-reading and pre-math. ABCs is a truly delightful book
to read aloud that at the same time helps babies and toddlers learn the letters of the alphabet and expand their vocabulary and
phonics skills. Smart, colorful, grounded in educational principles, and defined by the signature question-and-answer format, these
books are Brain Quest at its best: not only making learning fun, but now encouraging the kind of give-and-take between parent and
child that makes early learning meaningful.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It's the curriculum-based, fast-paced,
question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It's the brand that says
"It's fun to be smart!" And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new material.
The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning
educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The
covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
How many months are in one year? Does a perimeter go around a school yard or right through it? Which has more wheels: a
bicycle or a tricycle? Plus operations, minute hands, money, number patterns, measurements, fractions, and Sally is fourth in line.
How many people are in front of her? Math skills are crucial—and there's no reason for students to struggle. Brain Quest Math
Grade 1 teaches kids the fundamentals of math and the pleasure of being a problem solver with 750 curriculum-based questions
and answers reflecting the latest school standards. Because learning plus practice, time, skill and drills add up to knowledge.
Vetted by a panel of America's highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain
Quest opens a world of information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and
lively attitude.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It’s the curriculum-based, fast-paced,
question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It’s the brand that
says “It’s fun to be smart!” And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new
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material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of
award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator
Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer
Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to
keep kids excited about learning all summer long between 4th and 5th grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5
begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on reading comprehension, research and
informative writing, grammar, multiplication and division, American history, and more. As you complete activities, you earn stickers
to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150
stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5 covers the core
concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
Where can you see stalactites and stalagmites? In the Civil War, what army was commanded by Robert E. Lee? What’s a quicker
way to say “the hat belonging to Pedro”? Plus contractions, ratios, prepositions, time zones, the solar system, similes and
metaphors, Grab Bag, and: If Dan and Fran split 30 marbles at a ratio of 1 to 2, how many will each have? Brain Quest Grade 5
quizzes kids on the stuff they need to know when they need to know it, with 1,500 curriculum-based questions and answers
reflecting the latest school standards. Vetted by a panel of America’s highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and
parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer
format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It's the curriculum-based, fast-paced,
question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It's the brand that says
“It's fun to be smart!” And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new material.
The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning
educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The
covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer
Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to
keep kids excited about learning all summer long between Kindergarten and 1st grade. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K
& 1 begins with a map that guides kids through a workbook filled with activities based on phonics, reading, writing, counting,
shapes, seasons, habitats, map skills, and more! As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map.
Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a
Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math,
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science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
First launched in 1992, Brain Quest is the curriculum-based learning tool that's helped over 14 million kids get ahead in the
classroom. Now, with 50 percent new material keyed to what students in grades 1-7 need to know today, Brain Quest is ready to
help a new generation review their current grades and preview the next in a colorful, challenging format that makes learning fun.
With bolder colors, new illustrations, full-color icons, and a more energetic design, Brain Quest looks as smart as it is. And of
course each Brain Quest deck is still as portable as ever. In the car, at the beach, on the couch-kids can turn to Brain Quest
anywhere, anytime. Each title includes: - The most current information across a range of disciplines - Broader and more
intellectually challenging questions in all subjects - A better balance between questions kids should be able to answer and those
that will expand what they know.
Workbook is "jam-packed with activities based on parts of speech, writing, reading, word problems, natural science, timelines, and
more."--Back cover.
Hone your reading skills with a fun story deck and Q&A! Sharpen your skills while you play! Here are 56 accessible, entertaining,
illustrated stories designed just for 2nd graders—a biography about astronaut Sally Ride, a letter to a congresswoman, a scientific
article about fossils, a story about life on a big ranch. Following each story card is a reading comprehension card with lively
questions about content, character, and more. And then comes a card with questions on grammar, phonics, word choice, and
other ELA topics. Brain Quest Reading Grade 2 is an excellent way for kids to hone their skills and become accomplished,
enthusiastic readers - all in the form of a fun game to play with a friend, a parent, or by yourself. Vetted by a panel of America’s
highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of
information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
Round the number 551 to the nearest ten. Spell the five-letter word that means the opposite of “wrong.” After Congress approves
a new bill, who signs it into law? Plus fractions, plurals, telling time, vowels and consonants, Grab Bag, and science and nature: In
what season do bears and other animals hibernate? Brain Quest Grade 3 quizzes kids on the stuff they need to know when they
need to know it, with 1,000 curriculum-based questions and answers reflecting the latest school standards. Vetted by a panel of
America’s highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a
world of information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
Introducing My First Brain Quest for babies! These chunky board books introduce early learning concepts - like first numbers and
counting - with bright images, simple vocabulary, and signature Brain Quest Q&A fun.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 1 Workbook
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun,
interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes phonics, spelling, vocabulary,
find the rhyme, addition, subtraction, skip counting, time, money, maps, science, brain boxes, and much, much more.
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Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Kindergarten
Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make
learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes ABCs, 123s,
mazes, “paint by letters,” sorting games, phonics, shapes and colors, money, telling time, and much, much more.
Hone your reading skills with a fun story deck and Q&A! Sharpen your skills while you play! Here are 56 accessible, entertaining,
illustrated stories designed just for first graders—a poem about mice, an article about rainbows, a story about a funny dream, or a
tasty recipe for party popcorn. Following each story card is a reading comprehension card with lively questions about content,
character, and more. And then comes a card with questions on grammar, phonics, word choice, and other ELA topics. Brain Quest
Reading Grade 1 is an excellent way for kids to hone their skills and become accomplished, enthusiastic readers - all in the form of
a fun game to play with a friend, a parent, or by yourself. Vetted by a panel of America’s highest award-winning teachers, and
embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of information and education with its fastpaced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer
Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to
keep kids excited about learning all summer long between 1st and 2nd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2
begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on reading comprehension, writing, addition and
subtraction, earth science, the seasons, telling time, and more! As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress
on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer
reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 covers the core concepts in English
language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.

It's O.K. to Be Math Smart! Ordinal numbers. Quotients, products and pattern puzzlers. It's the fundamentals of math and
the pleasure of being a problem solver. Challenge yourself, challenge your friends - challenge your parents! Because
learning plus practice adds up to knowledge. HOW TO PLAY Pick your favorite subject category or play the whole card.
Pencil and paper are allowed, but give your brain a chance to do it all! Play with a partner, in teams or by yourself. Keep
score or not - the choice is yours.
Brain Quest just keeps getting smarter! Brain Quest America has been thoroughly updated with fresh and appealing
designs for the cards and revised content—that’s hundreds of brand-new questions. Drawn from first-through sixth-grade
curricula, the material aligns with state and national standards and is vetted by an award-winning teacher. Delving into
notable events and famous people, literature, laws, inventions, and more, Brain Quest America presents 850 questions
and answers all about the U.S.A. Test your knowledge about a kite-flying scientist from Philadelphia (Ben Franklin) and
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the “Land of 10,000 Lakes” (Minnesota). And which came first, the Post-it or the Band-Aid? Brain Quest proves it’s not
just fun to be smart—it’s smart to be smart.
It’s the revolutionary world history study guide just for middle school students from the brains behind Brain Quest.
Everything You Need to Ace World History . . . kicks off with the Paleolithic Era and transports the reader to ancient
civilizations—from Africa and beyond; the middle ages across the world; the Renaissance; the age of exploration and
colonialism, revolutions, and the modern world and the wars and movements that shaped it. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™
series is built on a simple and irresistible conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only one book you need for each main subject taught in middle school: Math, Science, American
History, English, and World History. Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in marker colors. Definitions explained. Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts.
Mnemonics for a memorable shortcut. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core State
Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards, and are vetted by National and State
Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers. They make learning fun, and are the perfect next step for every kid who
grew up on Brain Quest.
Now first- and second-graders can really sharpen their skills. Announcing Brain Quest Math and Brain Quest Reading, a
natural extension of Brain Quest into single-subject tutorials. Using the same curriculum-based, question-and-answer
format that has made Brain Quest America's #1 educational bestseller with over 16 million copies in print, Math and
Reading concentrate on the two subjects that are of paramount importance for parents, teachers, and especially the kids.
Math is as focused as flash cards, but with far more range, interactivity, and educational value. Each grade comprises
two decks. 1st Grade has five questions to a card, covering Numeration, or the basics of numbers; Bits & Pieces,
including shapes and equivalents; Computation-addition and subtraction; Measurements; and Problem-Solving. 2nd
Grade, with seven questions to a card, adds two new categories to the original five-Super Computation, which has more
complicated operations, and Fun with Numbers. Reading takes a thorough approach to working on the fundamentals of
reading and language arts. First comes an original one-page story illustrated in full-color, with 56 stories per grade.
Following the story card is a comprehension card, quizzing the reader about the story, its characters, and content.
Following that card is a second question card-five questions for 1st Grade, seven for 2nd Grade-on Grammar, Word
Choice, Phonics, Vocabulary, Extensions, and Mixed Bag. A strong foundation in math, a strong foundation in readingthat's what elementary education is all about. Making it fun to learn is what Brain Quest is all about-that, and reinforcing
the idea that It's O.K. to Be Smart!
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